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American Photographer | Born: 1966
Natalie Christensen is a photographer based in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She is a frequent contributor to online
contemporary and ne art photography magazines. She has won several regional awards, shown work
internationally and has over 25,000 Instagram followers. In addition to pursuing her interests in art and
design, Natalie has worked as a psychotherapist for over 25 years and has been particularly in uenced by the
work of depth psychologist, Carl Jung. This in uence is evidenced in her photographs, as shadows and
archetypal images are favored subjects.
Statement
I live in Santa Fe New Mexico where my work is inspired by commonplace architecture and streetscapes. I

shoot every day and am almost never without my camera. I don't have to go anywhere special to make my
photography; instead I nd my images around shopping centers, apartment complexes and o ce parks. I
dismantle these scenes to color elds, geometry and shadow. The places I frequent for my images are
probably not what people visualize when they think of the city I live in, a major tourist destination with a
carefully cultivated image. I choose to shoot in locations that may be viewed as uninteresting or even visually
o -putting. This is exciting and challenging for me, to "see" something hiding in plain sight. Much of my
professional life has been spent as a psychotherapist, and my photography as an extension of that work.
Both have called me to explore what is hidden from view, those aspects of the self or the environment that
we want to turn away from or simply avoid. I suspect it is our nature to ignore what is unpleasant, but
sometimes I get a glimpse of the sublime in these ordinary places. When I nd it, it feels like I have
discovered gold.

